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Dungeon Crawling 
A System for Auto-Generating the Dungeon 

 
Introduction: 
 Playing Dungeons and Dragons (D&D) is enough fun that it’s worth doing even if you 
don’t have a group to play with, a situation I find myself in more often than not, nowdays.  So, 
how does one satisfy one’s craving to play?  Solitaire adventuring on the computer is one 
alternative, and at the “dungeon crawl” level it does pretty well.  However, it can fail to satisfy in 
a number of ways I can’t go into in depth here, mostly outside the dungeon crawl context.  So, if 
one was do adventuring” solo, using “traditional;” (manual, paper and pencil methods), what’s 
the alternative?  That’s what this is about. 
 

The First Edition Dungeon Master’s Guide (DMG1) included an Appendix A “Random 
Dungeon Generation.”  This was very, very helpful to me as a new Dungeon Master (DM) in 
getting a sense of the game, and experiencing the game as a player, albeit in a limited manner.  
The method indeed generates a network of rooms, passageways and caverns populated with 
monsters, traps and other surprises.  The dungeons so created were unknown until encountered, 
so that the act of adventuring revealed an “interesting” and previously unknown place and 
scenario, an essential for enjoyable play.  (In contrast, the board game Dungeon, also portraying 
a dungeon crawl, presents players with a fully mapped out dungeon; there’s not the same sense 
of discovery.  The D&D Third Edition DMG elaborates some “auto-generation” algorithms for 
such things as traps, room contents and such, without going into terrain generation.) 
 

It was fun playing this way, but ultimately unsatisfying because, well, the dungeons 
didn’t really “make sense”.  This is not surprising; the algorithm for generating the dungeon and 
its features is “context free”.  That is, a door opened is just as likely to lead to a dead end, or any 
other feature, whether it opens from a room, a cavern, or another corridor. 
 

A second issue is that, if one is using this method “on the fly” as an adventure is being 
played, the angles, shapes, and passageway configurations don’t lend themselves to the use of 
figures, unless one is prepared to cut and mark tiles for all of the rooms and other spaces 
encountered.  I have been using figures and the Third Edition rules for solo play, and having to 
create tiles on the fly is an impediment to the game; one loses the sense of immediacy if several 
minutes are needed for that before resolving an encounter. 
 

So, what is presented here is an attempt to come up with something “a little bit better” to 
facilitate the “Dungeon Crawl” aspects of D&D Adventure play.  (Other methods are used for 
outdoor, in-town, and social aspects of play, to perhaps be described later.)  The central concept 
is to use an assortment of tiles, each representing a section of dungeon terrain, and a system for 
selecting those tiles that is somewhat more sensitive to context than the 1st edition DMG 
algorithm.  The “standard size” for the tiles was chosen to be 40ft x 40ft (8 inches square at the 
3rd edition 1” = 10’ scale).  This size allows tiles to be constructed from standard 8 ½ x 11 inch 
cardboard or index weight paper sheets, which are readily available, and is a convenient size for 
storage and play.  In the material that follows, the method will be presented, followed by 
comments and discussion. 
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Entry: 
 The First Edition DMG (DMG1) gives a choice of 5 “starting” dungeon rooms that lie at 
the end of stairs going down, that should be situated in the middle of the upper works at ground 
level above.  However, a bit more flexibility may be desirable – a dungeon may simply be a cave 
at ground level (true for some “modules”, for example).  A reasonable start can simply be a 
prescribed entry structure or route selected from a number of tiles, or for a discovered dungeon a 
random choice from among such tiles.  A selection of entry tiles are shown in Figure 1 below.  
(Note that these are “wilderness / outdoor” tiles, so they use a 40ft x 55ft size corresponding to 8 
x 11 inches.)  
 

 

 
Figure 1  Representative Entry Tiles 

 
 The first tile is also usable as a general wilderness (light forest) tile.  The entry to the 
dungeon is a cave to the left.  Figure 2 below shows how an initial dungeon tile of a “cavern” 
might be connected to this or similar entry tiles.  The second entry tile (on a hillside) would work 
similarly.  The third tile, with big double doors to the dungeon (perhaps a dwarf hold), would be 
more likely to enter a large room or corridor.  The forth tile would connect to steps, which I 
would normally place off to the side, but could also be placed on top of the tile.  The last entry 
tile shows a sinkhole.  There would be a corresponding dungeon cavern tile representing the 
lower (Dungeon first) level, placed to the side.  In addition, a dungeon entry of a shaft, well, or 
vertical stairwell can be easily represented by placing a 5 x 5 ft. black square on top of a surface 
terrain tile, without needing anything special. 
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Figure 2  Entry Tile Connected to Dungeon Tile 

 
The point of needing and using an entry tile is to allow the situation at dungeon entry to 

be portrayed.  Especially if the dungeon entry is a cave, there are likely to be wilderness 
creatures using the cave as a lair.  In such an encounter, the party would be entering from 
outside, so both the entry tile and the first dungeon tile are needed.  In the case of vertical entry 
by shaft or by stairs, there will be situations where some of the party are battling monsters below, 
and the remainder is left above, possibly also encountering some sort of challenge. 

 
In the case of a random cave encountered in the wilderness, the cave might or might not 

be a “dungeon”; the party will likely have no way of knowing ahead of time.  While this is more 
of a “wilderness adventure” issue, it is presented here because such a resolution actually begins 
the “dungeon crawl” phase of an adventure.  I use the table below to determine what’s in the 
cave.  If the cave indeed leads to a dungeon, whether a monster is encountered follows the 
method described in the next section. 

 
Table 1  What’s in a Cave (Wilderness) 

Roll d6:  1-3.  Terminal passage (no apparent exit): roll d10+10 to see which one. 
               4.  Non-terminal passage: roll d10 to see which one 
               5.  Big cave – roll a random cavern, but with -2 on die rolls to check exits 
               6.  Dungeon entrance: d6=1-4 cavern, 5: corridor, 6: steps down 
 
One last point about entry, especially to a cavern.  Notice that the entry point to a tile is 

not centered; it is toward the left or toward the right as seen from inside the cavern.  This was a 
design decision.  It means that any given tile interface will either be “left hand” (exit towards the 
left) or “right hand” (toward the right).  The cavern tile shown, “Cavern V” is a “left hand” tile, 
with all three exits toward the left of the respective sides.  In this case, the player would have 
randomly selected “LH” then rolled to see which cavern tile would be used.  There are three such 
portals into the cavern.  If there is no compelling logic for choosing one over the other, a die can 
be tossed to choose which.  (Sometimes when approaching the edge of a paper used to map the 
dungeon, the proximity of an edge can be a rationale to favor putting a blank tile edge toward the 
map edge.)  Throughout the dungeon crawl algorithm, it will matter whether an entry point is 
“left hand” (LH) or “right hand” (RH). 
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Caverns and Passages: 
Entry into a dungeon typically brings the party into a cavern.  (Other cases will be 

roughly similar, but it helps to take the most common case first.)  Figure 3 shows several 
common (40’ x 40’) caverns.  Notice that there is a mix of LH and RH entries.  In general, one 
needs to randomly choose cavern and entry point for the given cavern, first on entry to the 
dungeon, and later for each exit of a cavern, room or corridor as appropriate.  In the case of the 
dungeon entry, a random choice determines LH or RH: d6=1-3 LH, 4-6 RH.  The actual cavern 
to be chosen needs to be random.  The table for doing so (either RH or LH) needs to take into 
account the variety of different cavern tiles available.  Examples of the tables currently used are 
shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Cavern I   Cavern II   Cavern III 

 
Cavern IV   Cavern VI   Cavern IX 

 
Cavern X   Cavern XI   Cavern XX 

Figure 3  Various Representative Caverns 
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 Table 2 is used to choose the particular cavern that appears to the adventurers when they 
enter the cave or come to another cavern from some other means, say the bottom of a stairway or 
from a room or passage.  (Note: these tables are kept on 5x8 index cards and are easily updated.) 
 

Table 2  Table for Selecting Caverns Randomly (LH and RH) 
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Table 2 is used by making a d20 die roll and looking up the appropriate cavern.   In Figure 2 that 
happened to be Cavern V. 
 

So, now that the party sees that it is entering a particular cave, what happens next?  At 
this point it is important what order the party finds out what is there.  Most immediately 
important is whether there is a monster.  If not a monster, perhaps a trap.  (The party might have 
made a point of listening before entry, or looking in, and perhaps looking for traps as they 
entered.  That will madder as the circumstances for an encounter is determined.)  Table 3a below 
is used upon initial entry to see if there is a trap or monster.  (You won’t get both.  If there was 
both a trap and a monster, the monster may well have triggered the trap.  That of course isn’t 
necessarily so, for example small rats able to scurry over a hidden trap door over a pit.  But we 
will accept that simplification in the interest of simplicity.)  Table 4 selects the features. 

 
Table 3  Cavern Entry Conditions 

First roll d6:      1-4: No “extra feature” (other than streams, etc. already present) 
    5:  Feature 
    6:  Feature 
                          
Second roll d6:  1:  Trap?  Roll again; if 6, yes.  A room trap along path of traversal. 
                          2:  No monster 
                          3:  No monster 
               4:  No monster 
               5:  Monster present 
               6:  Monster present 
 
Modify both die rolls (except a roll of 1 for “trap”: 
+1  Cavern has a pool or stream 
+1  Cavern has an exit directly to the outside 
+1  Cavern is larger than 40’ x 40’ tile 
-1  Cavern is considerably smaller than a 40’ x 40’ tile (such as Caverns VI and XX) 
 
Table 4  cavern features 
d20: 1:  chimney / shaft/ narrow irregular crack going upward to higher level (or outside) 
             size (d6): 1-3: 5x5, 4: smaller, 5: 5x10, 6: much larger, ½ the time not near wall. 
        2-5: trash or dung heap:  Someone might be able to determine the creatures using it. 
        6-7: bones / blood / fur scraps: Someone might be able to figure from what. 
        8: cobwebs:  There is a good chance (1/3) spiders lurk.  Don’t initiate attack. 
        9-10:  fire pit and perhaps castoff items of little value, possibly identifiable. 
        11:  dead human- d6=1-3 adventurer, 4-6 unidentified.  D6: 1-3 long dead, 6 newly. 
        12,13: dead humanoid.  50% chance d6  Roll for type on normal dungeon tables. 
        14-16: dead monster.  Roll for type.  Usually no treasure, only if newly dead 1/6. 
        17-18: discarded item or outfit: d20: 1-3: weapon, 4: shield, 5: lantern, 6: tools,  
        7: spikes, 8: jar/flask/bottle, 9: scroll case, 9: backpack/box/chest 
                   10: rope, 11,12: food, 13,14 clothing, 15-16 bedding, 17-20 reroll x 2 
  (most of these items will be of standard quality originally, but rusted or  
                          torn (1/2), empty (5/6), broken (2/3), or useless as appropriate to the item 
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After cavern features are determined using Table 4; these need to be randomly sited in 
the cavern, then the monsters (if any).  For individual items, such as features and single 
monsters, distribution randomly around the cavern is usually appropriate.  (Intelligent monsters 
may have some reasonable scheme that they’d use; if in doubt, roll for monster intelligence and 
see if they think of doing so.)  Figure 4 shows random monster locations that could be used for 
Cavern V upon party entry from the right.   Normally there would not be a monster right at the 
entry point; it would have been sighted before entry.  Often the monsters would be nesting, 
hiding or sleeping near one of the walls.  On the other hand, a fire pit is most likely to be near the 
middle or near the entrance.  Some discretion is needed.  If multiple monsters are present, it 
needs to be determined whether they are clustered or spread out.  A d6 roll (1=spread out about 
evenly) to 6 (clustered as tightly at possible around a random location)- is useful. 

 

 
Figure 4  Cavern V with Random monster (or Feature) Locations 

 
At this point initiative is rolled and combat begins if there are monsters present.  That is 

beyond the scope of this document; I generally use the methods described in the 3.5 edition 
DMG, with some modifications not appropriate to describe here.  As combat occurs, things may 
happen that may require immediate further development of the dungeon.  For example, if the 
monsters flee, where do they go?  That requires knowing something about other exits from the 
cavern.  Eventually, assuming the party beats the monsters, they will not be so preoccupied that 
they will look around and see what’s in the cavern.  One way or another, exits need to be 
resolved.  In the example above, the entry exit is already known; it goes outside.  It is the two 
other exits, here “W” (to West) and “S” (to the South) that need to be detailed.  Table 5 is used.  
Roll the number of times equivalent to the number of exits.  Then determine which is which, so 
that if one exit happens to be closed off, it is the one going in the least convenient direction. 

 
Table 5:  Cavern Exit Determination: 

d6:  1:  Open to another cavern 
        2:  Open to a passageway 
        3:  Roll d6: 1-3: Open to a cavern; 4-6: Open to a passageway 
        4:  Roll d6:  1-2  door (1/3 have keyhole); 3-6: Open to a room 
        5-6:  No exit; solid wall of the cavern (ignore the apparent exit) 
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Table 5 will tell the party whether an opening is present, or whether passage is open (or, 
more rarely, a door).  That is all they know until someone approaches an exit or shines a light 
down it (say, with a bullseye lantern).  That won’t happen in the middle of a fight.  So, if 
monsters flee, determine which “exit” is open and that’s the way they will go if it is conveniently 
close.  If not, they may try to get out to the outside or fight to the death, depending on the 
monster type and circumstances.  Ultimately, though, someone will approach an open exit.  That 
requires an additional die roll, as given in Table 6 below: 

 
Table 6:  Cavern, approaching an exit (typically at 10 feet unless reason sooner): 
d6: 1:  Possibility of a trap: roll d6; if 6, there is a trap. 
      6:  There is a monster ready to attack out of the cavern approached 
           If the opening approached is a passageway, roll again and d6=4-6 gets a monster. 
 
So, as the party approaches an open exit, say exit “S” in the example, a die is rolled to 

determine which cavern or passageway it goes to.  If it is a cavern, a new roll is made for which 
cavern it is.  (In this case, a RH cavern roll is needed, say a die roll of 14 gives cavern XX.)  The 
assumption is that the party has shed enough light or made enough noise to attract an aggressive 
monster, or trigger a trap guarding entry.  But at this point the party has not actually entered the 
cavern.  The party, knowing this was a cavern, might choose to see where exit “W” goes before 
deciding what to do next.  Upon looking into exit “W” and finding Passage M1, the party then 
returns again to actually enter XX.  At that point, the process repeats: Table 3 would be used to 
determine if there was a resident monster or perhaps a trap. 

 
“Passageways” are like caverns, but have only one or two exits.  They count as a “small” 

for purposes of determining the number of monsters.  Figure 5 shows several examples.  Those at 
the far right are “terminal” passageways, so there is a larger chance of encountering a monster 
there, compared to the others which have a second portal.  When a cavern (or passageway) exit is 
found to be a passageway, a d20 is rolled using Table 7 to determine which passageway it is.  
Note that die rolls of 1-10 are nonterminal; 11-20 are terminal.  Passageways also don’t have 
“features”.  Unless a pool is present or the passage is terminal, the probability of a monster is 
1/6: d6 = 6.  Note that some passage die rolls give steps or, for H1 and J, do have 3 portals.  
Passageways with a second exit will always have some portal (use d4 rather than d6). 

 

 
Passageways A2, B1, B4, E1, G1, and Terminal passageways M1, N3, R1, and O2 

Figure 5  Example Passageways 
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Table 7  Passageway Determination 

 
 
In the table for choosing caverns, there are some numbers (19/high for LH, 20 and 10/hi 

for RH in Table 2) which indicate a “big/special” cavern.  These are ones larger than the standard 
40’ x 40’ tile size.  A sampling of these unusual caverns is shown in Figure 6.  Table 8 is used to 
select one when needed.  When one of these is selected, it is important to choose an entry so that 
the other exits will be reasonably aligned to be appropriate RH or LH entries to other caverns or 
rooms yet to be discovered.  Caverns XXX and XXXI have an entry on the short side, so for 
these it is the long side that would protrude beyond the normal 40 x 40 foot pattern, so all three 
exits are RH.  Cavern XXXII is also RH for all exits, four in this case.  Cavern XXXII would 
need to be aligned so that the two bottom exits are LH and RH, making the top two exits RH and 
LH.  Notice that Cavern XXX is designed to fit under the sinkhole entry from Figure 1. 

 

 
Cavern XXX   Cavern XXXI   Cavern XXXII 

 
Figure 6  “Big / Special” Caverns 
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Table 8  Selection of Big/Special Caverns 

 
 
A cavern portal will very occasionally be a door instead of an open passage.  This 

requires somewhat different treatment.  Simply approaching the door does not require a die roll.  
The party needs to decide what to do: whether to listen, whether to check for traps, or whether to 
simply try to open the door.  Usually the player will define some standard doctrine for doors, 
such as “check traps twice (best Thief, assisted by second best thief), listen once (best listener), 
and absent the unexpected, open the door (usually a fighter using off hand).”  Also, the player 
needs to specify where the party members are positioned as traps are checked and disarmed, or 
the door opened.  A table (normally used for room and corridor situations) is needed for 
resolving doors.   Table 9 is an abbreviated version of that table as applicable to caverns. 

 
Table 9  Doors 

Doors in Caverns or Undefined Rooms: 
Quality     Result of trying door 

d6  Ordinary Keyhole Double  Ordinary Keyhole Double 
1 simple  simple  simple  opens  opens  opens 
2 simple  good  good  opens  opens  locked 
3 good  good  good  opens  locked  locked 
4 good  good  strong  opens  locked  stuck 
5 strong  strong  strong  stuck  stuck&lkd stuck 
6 stn/met  stn/met  stn/met  stk/barred locked  barred 

Simple doors: stuck DC13 (Str) to open, DC15 (op lks) to unlock 
Good doors:    stuck DC16 to open, DC 18 to unlock 
Strong doors:  stuck DC23 to open, DC 25 to unlock 
Trapped: d6=6, dd6=5,6 for most doors. d6=6, 6 for simple doors. d6=6, 5-6 for kh doors 
(For stone / metal doors, see DMG or other materials.  Tough to get through.) 
Consider also the option to “bash / destroy” a difficult door using brute force (and time). 
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Once a door is opened (if it opens) then the question is, what is behind it.  The table used 
for this is very similar to tables used for rooms to determine what lies beyond the portal.  So, 
what lies behind a door depends on the kind of door and the sort of cavern or room where it is 
found.  Table 10 gives this information.  Once the door is open, the player rolls dice for which 
room or cavern or passageway it is, what is in the room, and then ultimately what that room 
might connect to. 

 
Table 10  Beyond the Door for Caverns 

Door type: plain  keyhole special room (also used for room portals) 
d12 = 1 cavern  cavern  guardroom 
          2 passage passage big/special room 
 3 passage room  kitchen/dining 
 4 room  room  bunkroom 
 5 room  room  bunkroom 
 6 room  room  prison 
 7 room  steps  smithy   steps go up on  
 8 room  bunkroom temple/shrine  d6=1,2; down on 3-6. 
 9 steps  guard room great hall/throneroom 
 10 bunkroom store room room complex 
 11 special room room complex bedroom complex 
 12 room complex special room steps 
 
Ultimately the method of generating terrain will leave some oddities that cannot be 

reasonably explained.  Why would there be a door between two caverns?  Occasionally there 
could be some reason, such as a cavern used to keep attack monsters or as a prison.  But there 
should seem to be at least a bit more logic behind these dungeons, more so when it comes to 
rooms. 

 
Rooms and Corridors: 

So, eventually the party finds a door in some cavern that opens into not just more 
naturally occurring caverns and passageways, but rooms hewn from stone or built up from 
ashlars or other masonry.  Such things only exist because someone built such things, perhaps 
way back in antiquity.  Or maybe much more recently.  Perhaps a shaft or stairs from the surface 
led directly into a network of corridors and rooms without going through caverns first.  The 
context is a bit different.  Door will be common, and there may be more chance of meeting orcs, 
goblins, hobgoblins or other intelligent monsters, perhaps controlled by an evil priest and his 
henchmen. 

 
The basic approach is the same as for caverns, modified somewhat for more complex 

passageways, the presence of doors, and most importantly, specialized rooms.  The case of 
“open,” or “undesignated,” rooms will be treated first.  Like caverns, these are rooms that do not 
seem to have a particular specialized purpose (though perhaps a trash heap may show its current 
use).  Like caverns, a die roll is made when one approaches an open (no door) portal.  A roll is 
made on entry to determine what traps or monsters guard the room, and like caverns, one must 
subsequently find what the other exits are: either open, doors, or no exit at all.  Examples of 
undesignated rooms are shown in Figure 7. 
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Room I   Room II   Room III 

 
Room IV   Room VI   Room VIII 

 
      Room X’                     Room XI       Room XIII  Room XIV 

 
Room XVI   Room XVIII   Room XIX 

 
Figure 7   Example of “Open” or “Undesignated” Rooms 
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As with caverns, a d20 die is rolled to see what connects to a given portal, depending on 
whether a LH or RH entry is needed.  Table 11 is used. 

 
Table 11  Selection of LH or RH Rooms 

 
(These tables are maintained on 5x8 index cards for easy reference and updating.) 
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Rooms, like caverns (and some passageways) have specifically RL or RH portals.  There 
are some oddities.  For example, Room XIII has just one portal, that can be either LH or RH 
depending on how it is entered.  Rooms XI and XIV are not fully 40’ wide.  There can be a gap 
to the next tile.  These gaps (when needed) can be filled with a 10’ or 20’ corridor sections to get 
to where the next tile would logically be.  For room VI, that big square in the middle could be a 
column (most likely, say d6=1-5), but it might be a deep pit to lower levels or who knows what?  
The central area of XVIII is probably raised (d6=1-5) but might be a pit.  Notice that one room is 
“X’”.  There is another room X with the same portal configuration, but the central room is 
smaller, just 20’ x 20’ (and so a “small” room).  If Room X is rolled, a random choice is made 
between X and X’.  Like caverns, there is some small chance of a big/special room.  Some of 
those are shown in Figure 8. The table for selecting such rooms is shown as Table 12. 

 

 
Room LXXII    Room LXXIII   

Figure 8  Examples of Big Undesignated Rooms 
 

Table 12:  Selection of Big Undesignated Rooms 
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After immediate monster attacks are dealt with when the party enters the room, a die is rolled a 
number of times equal to the other portals, to see what might be the nature of those portals.  
Then, when characters approach an open portal there would be die rolls for monster attack or 
traps as for caverns.  If they approach a door, the procedure would be similar to what is done for 
a door in a cavern.  (Indeed, the same door table shown as Table 9 is used.)  However, the table 
used for what is found on the other side of the door is different.  Table 13 is used to select the 
portal types and what is behind the different kinds of portals.  Chances of monsters, traps, doors, 
and probability of features are summarized in Table 14. 

 
Table 13  Doors for Undesignated Rooms 

Die roll for door: 1: No door 2/3: Open/Closed door 4: Keyhole door Special 
Die for room: 1 cavern   cavern   cavern  guardroom 
  2 passage  corridor  corridor big/special 
  3 passage  passage  passage kitchen/dining 
  4 room   room   room  bunkroom 
  5 room   room   terminal room bunkroom 
  6 room   room   terminal room prison 
  7 room   room   terminal room smithy 
  8 room   special   terminal room temple/shrine 
  9 corridor  special   terminal room gthall/thronrm 
  10 corridor  special   terminal room room complex 
  11 special   special   terminal room room complex 
  12 special / steps  special / steps  steps  steps 
 

Table 14  Room Contents 
 For Initial Entry (approach open) Room Dangers  Room features  
d6 roll: 1: Possible trap (see below)  1: Possible trap (see below) 1-4: No 
 2-5: No monsters   2-4: No monsters  5-6 yes 
 6: Monster    5-6: Monster 
 
“Room Dangers” Modifications (does not apply to roll of 1):  
+1 if room has “feature”, -1 if “small”, +1 if major structural feature such as a pool, pit, or 
crumbled wall masonry. 
 
Trap probability, second die roll after rolling a 1: base 5-6 means a trap. 
-1 if “small” or portal is “No door”, +1 for keyhole door, +1 for terminal room 
 
Door quality is:  Open/closed: 1-3 simple, 4-5 good, 6 strong 
      Keyhole: 1 simple, 2-3 good, 4-6 strong 
 

The 3rd Edition DMG (I use 3.5) provides tables for features, but I have preferred my own 
table, shown as Table 15.  (This avoids trivialities and emphasizes the things that might mean 
something.  When playing solitaire, it’s hard to put the kind of mystery into the details that can 
be achieved with well-chosen trivial details, so I elected not to try.  The items below may relate 
meaningfully to other rooms in the vicinity.  (Then again, they might not.) 
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Table 15  Room Significant Features: 
d100: 01-05: workbench / station and tools (smithing/alchemy/gems/jewelry/pottery/weaving/…) 
 06:     bookcase / cabinet / cupboard 
 07-11: brazier / candelabra / torches / chandelier (lit?) 
 12-16: furnishings – chairs, table, carpet, cabinet (some or all) possibly broken 
 17-18: stone carvings, statue (possibly toppled, defaced) inscriptions 
 19-20: casket or sarcophagus (open? looted?) 
 21-25: chest / crate / box / bin 
 26-35: collapsed or badly damaged wall / ceiling / fallen stones / sunken floor 
 36-40: curtain / tapestries / carpet / painting / bas relief 
 41:      dome or ceiling portal, balcony, etc. 
 42-56: trash or dung heap 
 57-61: symbol / inscription / mosaic 
 62-76: fire pit, bedding, debris of habitation 
 77:      fountain / font / idol / gong / or other ceremonial items 
 78-92: rat holes or similar entry for rats or other small to medium vermin 
 93:      torture / prison equipment, cages, rack, tongs or other, etc. 
 94:      well / tub / trough / washbuckets etc. 
 96-00: bones / skeletons / corpses (possibly fresh, unlooted 1/6) 
 

Corridors are to rooms like passageways are to caverns – they don’t normally do anything 
but connect other things, though they might on occasion host monsters or traps.  In the interest of 
simplicity, I have made 10 foot wide corridors standard.  (From a game play point of view, they 
allow more than one character to be directly involved in fighting a battle, which is a good thing.  
The 5 foot wide corridor is a bit too constraining when following the 3rd edition practice of one 
creature per 5ft square.  The First edition allowed for tighter character packing when smaller 
weapons were in use.)  When a corridor is called for, a die is rolled on Table 16 (RH and LH 
parts), which indicates which corridor pattern is used. 

 
The corridors are made up of 10 foot wide sections of lengths 40’, 20’, and 10’.  So, 

“corridor B” would use a 40’ section with openings on opposite sides part way to the end, then 
10’ and 20’ sections off of those openings.  (Some of the side passages have dead ends, or have a 
door onto the corridor.  Also, in some cases the player may have more than one choice of how 
the corridor connects to the dungeon portal in question, and either a convenient or random choice 
can be used.  Figure 9 shows various corridors as well as steps and some “terminal rooms”. 

 

   
Figure 9  Assorted Corridors, Steps, and Terminal Rooms 
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Table 16  Corridor Selection.

 
Notice that in table 16 there is also a table for determining what is found at the far end 

and the side passages of each corridor.  A “door” means that there is a door where the side 
corridor hits the main corridor.  Once opened, this door may simply reveal a terminal room 
(d6=1-3) or (d6=4-6) a further passage (with what’s at the end determined using Table 17). 
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Like rooms, die rolls are made when one approaches an open door-less portal to a 
corridor, or when trying the door if there is one.  The probability of finding a monster is a base 1 
chance in 6 (d6=6).  The probability of a trap along the corridor is 1 in 36 (roll 1 then 1 again).  
The probability of traps at doors along or at the end of the corridor follow the data for similar 
doors in open rooms.  What lies behind those doors depends, unsurprisingly, on a table.  Table 
17 is used for this purpose.   The part of the table to use depends on whether the corridor 
connects (where the party is coming from) to a generic open or undesignated room, from a 
special living quarters room, or a previous corridor. 

 
Table 17   Corridor Doors and Rooms Behind the Doors 

 If previous open room: If previous corridor:  If previous living qtrs. room 
door:  d6=1,2  d6= 3-5  d6=6 d6=1,  d6=2-4,  d6=5-6 d6=1,  d6=2-4, d6=5,6 

d12: open door kh door open door kh door open door kh door 
1 cor cor rm cx  rm cx rm cx rm cx  kit/din kit/din kit/din 
2 cor frg/prs temple  room room temple  bnkrm bnkrm bnkrm 
3 room room gthall  room gthall gthall  br cx br cx br cx 
4 room room bnkrm  cavern bnkrm bnkrm  fg/p/g fg/p/g f/p/gd 
5 psg psg psg  psg psg psg  armry armry psg/cav 
6 cav cav cav  cav cav cav  gthall gthall termrm 
7 room room termrm  psg psg termrm  gthall gthall termrm 
8 room room termrm  psg psg termrm  thrnrm thrnrm thrnrm 
9 cav termrm termrm  room room termrm  temple temple termrm 
10 psg termrm termrm  room room termrm  other other termrm 
11 cav termrm termrm  room termrm termrm  room room termrm 
12 cav termrm termrm  psg termrm termrm  bnkrm termrm termrm 
Abbreviations:     cor: corridor   rm cx: room complex (undesignated)  
room: undesignated room gthall: great hall  frg/prs: forge or prison (roll lo/hi) 
bnkrm: bunkroom  psg: passage (caverns)  fg/p/g: forge / prison / guardroom 
armry: armory  thrnrm: throneroom  termrm: terminal room (table for it) 
cav: cavern   cor: corridor   kit/din: kitchen and/or dining room 
other: Use the “special” room list of Table 13 to select a special type of room. 
 

As seen in Tables 13 and 17, room and corridors can connect to more specialized rooms.  
A sampling of those are seen in Figure 10.  Note that a “room complex” may be a collection of 
“undesignated rooms” in which case the normal rolls are made for doors as if a corridor and a 
series of side doors is encountered.  Or the same tile can represent a “bedroom complex.”  As 
with other rooms or corridors, these more specialized rooms may have just LH, RH or a mixture 
of portal types.  Note that often a door is designated.  (If a portal shows a door, it can’t go where 
no door had been designated.)  Often, as in the case of the bunkrooms, a tile may have a main 
room but several attached terminal rooms.  Those with keyholes are most often bedrooms or 
store rooms, while those without may be bedrooms, store rooms or privies.  In most cases the 
special rooms fit into 40’40 tiles, but a few like the Great Hall and Throne Room do not.  In 
those cases, there may be an awkward need for a short corridor section to some portal. 
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Bunkroom XXXI  Bunkroom XXXII  Bunkroom XXXIV 

 
Kitchen/Dining Complex XXXVII Armory LIX   Prison LX   

   
Forge LXI   Temple LXII   Great Hall LXIV 

 
Room Complex XXI  Room Complex XXV  Room Complex XXVV(U) 

Figure 10  Various Special Rooms 
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 Notice that the room complexes may take different forms.  XXI is a corridor with 
numerous terminal rooms, as might be expected for a complex of bedrooms, specialized store 
rooms, or maybe prison cells.  Room Complex XXVV (a temporary designation) might be a 
bedroom with an adjacent office.  (This one fits nicely behind the Great Hall or Throneroom.)  
Room Complex XXV is an odd assortment of rooms with no obvious sense of what they might 
be (a result of earlier “random” dungeon generation that was kept and used for this purpose).   
 

For each type of room, room selection would be among the various rooms of that type 
from those which have a compatible portal.  Rather than use a table, I stack the few compatible 
tiles and do a die roll, counting as double for rooms with only RH or only LH portals.)  

 
Each type of room needs its own table for where doors might go, and for what might be 

behind the various internal doors that go to the small terminal rooms on the tile.  As a 
representative of this, Table 18 gives the door connections and contents data for a bunkroom, and 
would be used for any of the several bunkroom tiles.  (As usual, I keep this on a convenient 5x8 
index card.) 

 
Table 18 Bunkroom Doors and Contents 

Doors to adjacent tiles     To interior rooms* (some pre-marked) 
D6 roll: 1 open 2-3 closed 4 keyhole 1-3 closed 4-6 keyhole 
d12:  1  room room  cavern  privy  store room 
 2  room room  room  privy  store room 
 3  corridor corridor corridor privy  store room 
 4  dining dining  dining  privy  store room 
 5  dining dining  bedroom cx store room bedroom 
 6  dining corridor corridor store room bedroom 
 7  bunkroom bunkroom bunkroom store room bedroom 
 8  bunkroom bunkroom temple  store room bedroom 
 9  armory armory  armory  bedroom bedroom 
 10 bedrm cx great hall great hall bedroom bedroom 
 11 bedrm cx bedrm cx bedrm cx bedroom bedroom 
 12 bedrm cx bedrm cx bedrm cx empty  empty 
 
Doors: trapped 1/36 (roll 1,1) except keyhole doors 1/18 (1, 1-2) 
Monsters: 1/3 (d6=5,6) if no previous occupying humanoids.  If occupied, 5/6 (d6=2-6). 
Some other random feature: 1/6 chance (d6=6) of 1-3 items from previous table 
If “actively in use” 1/2 chance (d6=1-3) of chest per bunk, ½ chance of a weapon per bunk. 
If “in use but unoccupied” ½ chance chest per bunk, 1/6 chance of weapon. 
If “unoccupied, looted” 1/6 chance of chest per bunk, 1/12 chance of weapon (half worthless) 
Chance that there is a “hidden treasure” 1/18 if intact, 1/36 if “looted”. 
 
Exterior door types: closed: d6= 1,2: simple, 3,4 good, 5,6 strong 
           keyhole: d6= 1 simple, 2-3 good, 4-6 strong 
Interior door types: closed: d6= 1-4: simple, 5 good, 6 strong 
           keyhole: d6= 1 simple, 2-5 good, 6 strong 
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 The point here is that, once you discover a specialized room, there is a good chance you 
will find other rooms nearby that ought to be there.  In some cases, the chances are influenced by 
which door is being considered.  For example, the Great Hall and Throne Room have a door 
adjacent to the throne.  That is a convenient portal for the Lord of the complex, and so it is likely 
to lead to a bedroom complex than other doors.  Table 19 gives the data for the Great Hall.  Door 
#1 is opposite the throne, doors 2 and 4 are on the sides, and door #3 is the one near the throne. 
 

Table 19 Great Hall Doors 
  Door #1 (entry)   Doors #2,4 
d6 roll: 1,2 open 3,4 closed 5 keyhole 1 open  2-3 closed 4,5 keyhole 
d12:  1  gdroom gdroom bedr cx  gdroom gdroom gdroom 
 2  gdroom gdroom bedr cx  gdroom thronerm thronerm 
 3  gdroom gdroom bedr cx  thronerm thronerm thronerm 
 4  room room  room  temple  temple  temple 
 5  room bedrm cx bedroom cx room  room  room 
 6  corridor corridor corridor room  bunkroom bedroom cx 
 7  corridor armory  armory  corridor corridor bedroom cx 
 8  corridor bunkroom bunkroom corridor bedroom cx bunkroom 
 9  corridor bunkroom temple  bedroom cx bedroom cx bedroom cx 
 10 kitchen kitchen  kitchen  kitchen  bunkroom bunkroom 
 11 kitchen kitchen  kitchen  kitchen  kitchen  corridor 
 12 kitchen corridor corridor kitchen  kitchen  kitchen 
 
  Door #3 (throne) 
d6 roll: 1-2 closed 3-5 keyhole  Generally, 50% chance of monsters here (d6: 4-6) 
d12:  1  corridor corridor  Door traps 1/36 (d6=6,6) unless keyhole 1/12 
 2  bedrm cx bedrm cx  
 3  bedrm cx bedrm cx Door strength for closed: d6=1 simple, 2-3 good, 4-6 strong 
 4  bedrm cx bedrm cx   for khole: d6=1-2 good, 3-5 strong, 6 special 
 5  bedrm cx bedrm cx        (add +1 to doe roll for door #3.) 
 6  bedrm cx bedrm cx  
 7  corridor bedrm cx  
 8  bedrm cx bedrm cx  
 9  bunkroom bedrm cx  
 10 bunkroom bunkroom  
 11 bunkroom bunkroom  
 12 kitchen kitchen  
 

To illustrate the variety of connections, a similar table is given for the “Temple/Shrine” 
tile, Room LXII of Figure 10.  (At 40’ x 40’ this room is almost too small to be a “temple; a 
larger temple is available on a 40’ x 55’ tile, and another even larger using two tiles.)  Because 
the tables indicate the expected room by general type instead of room number (as was tried 
earlier), it is easy to continually add new rooms that are interesting variations of the existing 
stock.  It is a good idea to make sure that a given type of room has both RH and LH entries, 
either on a single tile or on two or more that have just RH or just LH entries. 
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Table 20  Temple / Shrine Doors and Rooms 
d6 for door:  1  2  3-4  5-6:none 
d12:  no door door  keyhole 
 1-5 corridor corridor corridor 
 6 room  room  store room 
 7 room cx room cx room cx 
 8 corridor bunkroom bunkroom 
 9 corridor corridor kitchen/dining 
 10 corridor corridor prison 
 11 corridor great hall throneroom/great hall 
 12 bedroom cx bedroom cx bedroom cx 

 
A room type that has been mentioned in passing until now is the “terminal room”, an 

exploration dead-end room that has no other exits.  (Some numbered rooms, caverns and 
passages are also “terminal”.  Terminal rooms are often encountered behind a keyhole door 
because they are special rooms which need to be protected: bedrooms, store rooms, perhaps 
special prison cells, or a small crypt.  It will often become apparent as a map of the dungeon is 
developed that certain doors must lead to “terminal” rooms, as there is insufficient space for a 
40’ x 40’ tile.  Perhaps the door leads off the edge of a map region within which the dungeon is 
bound (or the bound is established for convenience of a meta-game sort).  Or, frequently, the 40’ 
x 40’ space the door leads to is already occupied in part by a passageway, corridor, or another 
terminal room or such.  A “terminal door” is a door into such a situation.  Resolving terminal 
doors is a special situation handled by Table 21, regardless of where the door comes from.  (This 
selection is made, as usual, after the player commits to the process of opening the door.) 

 
Table 21  Terminal Doors 

d6:  1:  10’ x 10’ terminal room, or 10’ x 20’ if it fits 
 2:  20’ x 15’terminal room if fits, or 10’ x 15’or 10’ x 10’  
 3:  20’ x 15’ terminal room if fits, if not use 10 x 20 or 10 x 10. 
 4:  steps (if there is space, 40’ or 20’ long tile as appropriate) 
 5:  small (terminal) passage that fits: O1-2, N 1-4, P1-3, Z  
 6:  other: d6: 1=false door, 2=cave-in, 3,4=false door with trap, 5= edge link, 
      6=secret door to adjacent space (Some of these may not be applicable.) 
 
Terminal Room  (nominally 20’ x 15’, may commonly be 10’ x 10’ or 10’ x 20’) 
  “room”   “cavern”  “living quarters” 
  closed khdoor  closed khole  closed khole 
d12: 1 empty empty  empty empty  empty empty 
 2-3 empty empty  empty empty  empty stores 
 4 empty shrine  empty empty  stores shrine 
 5,6 empty stores(lt) empty stores(lt) stores stores 
 7 empty stores(1/6) empty stores(1/6) stores armory 
 8 empty stores(1/2) empty stores(1/2) stores bedroom 
 9-10 empty stores  empty stores  privy bedroom 
 11 stores(1/6)vault(1/2) stores(lt) stores(lt) bedrm bedroom 
 12 bedrm(lt) bedrm bedrm (lt) bedrm bedrm bedroom 
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Monsters: 
So far, mention has been made that monsters might appear in a particular room or cavern 

with certain odds.  But, what kind of monsters?  Both the 1st edition and 3rd edition DMG give 
standard tables for generating dungeon monsters, depending on level.  Any one of those 
encounters could make sense, but a random memoryless selection over several encounters 
doesn’t.  If one encountered goblins early in a given dungeon, would not goblins also be more 
likely later?  Most likely there is a goblin hold somewhere in the complex.  Random monsters 
behind locked doors also usually doesn’t necessarily make sense – how would they be able to 
sustain themselves?  So, a better way of generating monsters is needed.  But, how should it be 
organized?  A good hint is found in the treatment of wilderness adventures – different tables are 
given for different types of terrain.  (In the 1st edition, no differentiation by level was included.  
In the third edition DMG, lists were given of available monsters by terrain and sample level 
keyed selection tables.)  So, how would dungeon monsters be classified by terrain? 

 
The classification I decided on needed to be relatively simple.  Four different types 

suggested themselves: 
1.  Caverns and Passageways:  Doors are few, and monsters are free to roam, attack each 

other, spread their progeny, and enter or exit by natural crevices, tunnels or other openings.  
Water and food, in the form of other monsters, adventurers, and natural fungi or other plant life, 
is available.  No special intelligence or facility with doors is required. 

2.  Corridors and Open Rooms:  This is somewhat like the caverns and passageways 
terrain, but there are constraining doors here and there.  It is less likely that animals or vermin 
have tunneled into a given room.  Small creatures able to slip under doors or tunnel through 
flaws in the masonry can still be plentiful, but larger animals and vermin will be blocked by the 
doors, unless they are regularly opened by humanoids or other intelligent monsters able to do so. 

3.  Dungeon Living Complex:  These are rooms and other adjacent spaces inhabited by 
resident humanoids or other creatures able to sustain a colony in the dungeon habitat.  In simpler 
cases the complex will be indistinguishable from open rooms and corridors except by primitive 
arrangements for eating and sleeping.  Humanoids will often have more identifiable dedicated 
rooms for sleeping, dining, worship of their foul deities, and perhaps even weapon or tool shops.  
This is what this type of dungeon terrain is meant to identify: a cluster of rooms inhabited by 
humanoids (or others) who maintain a semi-civilized lifestyle.  Such terrain will often include 
doors, perhaps locks, and traps or other defenses.  Most other dungeon life will have been 
displaced if the living complex is active.  If it is abandoned, it will more closely resemble the 
corridors and open rooms. 

4.  Sealed rooms:  These are rooms, most typically in a dungeon living complex, that are 
difficult for most monsters to enter or exit.  Locked bedrooms, store rooms, and crypts are 
perhaps typical.  Small animals and vermin like rats, small snakes and tiny monstrous vermin 
will still find ways in or out, but only resident humanoids would typically be accessing these 
rooms.  The only larger monsters one could expect to find would be residents of an active living 
complex, those that could sustain themselves for a long time (such as undead – they don’t have 
an expiration date), or those which can move in or out by vaporous, ethereal or other means not 
hindered by physical walls. 

In the context of the dungeon rooms and caverns described, caverns and passageways 
would constitute cavern terrain, undesignated rooms and corridors connecting them would be 
“rooms and corridors”.  Special rooms (in most cases) would be part of a living complex, and 
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within a living complex terminal rooms would be considered “sealed” only if the living quarters 
are not currently occupied by humanoids or comparable intelligent monsters.  Likewise, locked 
or closed door terminal rooms in a “rooms and corridors” setting would be considered sealed if 
there are no known nearby humanoids who might have been using these rooms. 

 
So, in determining what monsters might appear, the first step is to consider the terrain, 

then the category of monsters based on odds for that terrain.  The selection of which specific 
monster type would then be a second step.  Table 22 gives selection of monster type (used for 
levels 1-3; a second table for upper levels is similar in format).  Table 23 shows a level 
dependent table for four of those types: humanoids, undead, outsiders and monstrocities. 

 
Table 22  Monster Category Depending on Dungeon Terrain 

    Caverns/ Open Rooms/     Dungeon  Sealed 
Roll d100   Passageways  Corridors Living Complex Rooms 
             (Consider as caverns until Use only if not 
             Humanoids are encountered.) occupied living cx. 
humanoid   01-15    01-45      01-75          01-05 
undead    15-17  46-50  76-77              06-56 
small animals/vermin  18-48   51-75   78-87   57-90 
medium animals/vermin 49-73     76-85  88-92   91-95 
large animals/vermin  74-83   86-89  93-95   96 
monstrosity   94-93  90-94  96-98   97,98 
outsider   94-95  95  99   99-00 
NPC party   96-00  96-00  00   - 
 

Table 23  Monster selection for Humanoids, Undead, Outsiders, and Monstrocities, Levels 1-3 
Humanoid level 1 level 2 level 3 Undead level 1 level 2 level3 
kobold (1/6)  01-30 d8 01-20 3d6 01-10 4d6 skeleton(1/3) 01-60 d6 01-50 2d6 01-45 3d6 
goblin (1/4) 31-60 d6 21-40 2d6 11-25 3d6 zombie(1/2) 61-95 d4 51-80 d6 45-65 2d6 
orc (1/2) 61-85 d4 41-70 2d4 26-50 2d6 ghoul(1)  96-97 1 81-90 d2 66-80 d4 
hobgoblin(1/2) 86-90 d3 71-80 d8 51-65 2d6 h.skeletn(2) 98-99 1 91-95 1 81-90 d2 
lizardman (1) 91-92 d2 81-85 d6 66-75 2d4 shadow(3) 00 1 96-98 1 91-95 d3 
gnoll (1) 93-97 d2 86-94 d6 76-88 2d4 ghast(3) - 99-00 1 96-98 1 
troglodyte (1) 98 1 95-96 d4 89-91 d8 wight(4) - - 99-00 1 
bugbear (2) 99 1 97-98 d2 92-96 d4 
ogre (2) 00 1 99-00 1 97-00 1 Monstrocity level 1 level 2 level 3 
    shrieker(1) 01-40 1 01-30 d3 01-20 d6 
Outsider level 1 level 2 level3 darkmantle(1)41-70 1 31-50 1 21-35 1 
lemure(1) 01-20 1 01-10 d3 01-10 d6 krenshar(1) 71-90 1 51-60 d3 36-40 d6 
dretch(2) 21-30 1 11-20 1 11-20 1 shock liz(2) 91-96 1 61-70 1 41-55 d2 
imp(2) 31-80 1 21-70 1 21-60 1 choker(2) 97-00 1 71-80 1 56-70 1 
varroulle(2) 81-00 1 71-85 1 61-75 1 grick(3) - 81-86 1 71-76 1 
quasit(3) - 86-00 1 76-94 1 eth.maurad(3)- 87-90 1 77-80 1  
dragon - - 95-00 1 eth filch(3) - 91-95 1 81-85 1 
    cockatrice(3) - 96-00 1 86-90 1 
    (4th lev monstocity) - 91-00 1 
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Once a humanoid type monster has been encountered on a given dungeon level, then 
subsequent humanoid encounters are assumed to be of that same type if a die roll d6 = 4-6.  
Otherwise, the type is rerolled.  (It may be that the first group was just a raiding party.)  If the 
same type is encountered twice, this rises to d6=3-6, and after three times 2-6.  But, if another 
type is encountered, the count starts again.  (Yes, this is a detail that will need to be tracked, but 
it should not be too difficult to look back on records of experience points and treasure 
accumulation to figure this on the fly if need be.) 

 
I’ve simplified the combat initiation process somewhat over what is described in the 

DMG (3.5 ed.).  First, concerning spotting: Normally it is the party that is moving, and hence not 
“hiding”.  So, spotting is whether someone (generally at the front) “sees” the monsters.  The 
monsters might be themselves moving (an orc patrol, perhaps) or static (taking a break, stopped 
to eat) or hiding (presumably using whatever cover there is, if any).  A monster in its lair will 
usually be hiding.  If there is no reason to use different odds, I use d6=1 moving, 2-3 static, and 
4-6 hiding.  Things like vermin or snakes would normally be hiding.  So, the first issue is 
whether the party (in particular, the member with the best spotting chances at the front of the 
party) spots to monsters. 

 
The next question is what the monsters do.  Weak monsters would not automatically 

attack.  Assuming some degree of monster intelligence (as indicated by the Monster Manual) a 
die roll on Table 24 below.  (The strength of the party is based on what the monsters can 
perceive.)  If the monsters “flee” and get surprise or initiative, they do just that.  Small creatures 
like rats would typically disappear into small ratholes in caverns or other places where such 
escape is available, otherwise the creatures flee out of the closest open pathway.  (That may lead 
to them being trapped in a terminal passageway or other space if the party pursues.)  If no route 
to flee is available, the monsters would “hide and ambush” instead. 

 
Table 24  Monster Response to Encounter 

    d6 roll:  Flee Hide and ambush Attack 
Monsters smaller / weaker than party: 1-3  4-5  6 
Monsters about the same level as party: 1,2  3,4  5,6 
Monsters stronger than party:   -  1  2-6 
 
If the monsters hide and the party does not enter, perhaps having spotted them, there is no 

encounter.  If the party spots hiding monsters, especially of the less intelligent sort, they will 
achieve surprise and act first unless they spot from where the monsters would logically attack 
them. 

 
Wandering monsters or those joining combat (as discussed below) present a somewhat 

different issue.  The monsters won’t be hiding, but might not be spotted due to distraction (if in 
combat).  If the party is static, say some party members are watching entries while others 
carefully search for hidden doors or treasure, then it is the party members that may get the 
benefit of hiding. 

 
I have simplified initiative in most cases.  If just one die roll is made for all of the 

monsters, say a pack of goblins, then all of the goblins get the benefit of acting together.  It 
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seems appropriate to do the same for the party too.  So, one roll is made for the entire party (with 
individuals getting different adjustments due to differing initiative ratings).  This results in either 
the party going first, some of the party, then the monsters, then the rest of the party, or the 
monsters all going first.  (In an encounter with another NPC party, I’d roll for each individual on 
both sides, to establish initiative order.) 

 
For the first round of combat (after any surprise movement or combat), the party member 

who spotted the monsters would have the highest initiative allowed to the party.  Other members 
would be given that initiative level or lower (adjacent party members -1, at 2 squares removed -
2, etc.)  So, a party member with a high initiative rating won’t act before the person who was the 
one to spot the monsters.  The second round, or initially if spotting is not an issue, the normal 
initiative order would be used with the highest initiative characters going first.  (In case of an 
initiative tie, I give the advantage to the character or monster with the highest initiative rating, or 
the highest level after that.  (It does help considerably for a lead character to have both good 
spotting skills and high initiative.  At low levels clerics often have good spotting skills but tend 
to have lower initiative than others.) 

 
Another issue concerning combat: it gets noticed.  Indeed, the whole purpose of shriekers 

seems to be to call other monsters from elsewhere in the dungeon to come and join the fight.  
Any combat has some risk of additional combatants showing up.  That is especially true for a 
fight in a living quarters – the whole tribe is likely to pitch in to the battle as rapidly as they can.  
The scheme I use is to roll after each odd round, and at the end of the battle, as shown in Table 
25 below.  The new monsters would be appearing from some random direction with respect to 
the party. 

 
Table 25:  Rolls for Additional Combatants 

Normal dungeon situation: 
After round 1:  1/12 chance additional monsters (d6=6 + d6=4-6) 
After round 3 and each additional odd round: 1/12 chance 
At end of combat if it goes at least to round 2 and no more than 2 rounds: 1/12 chance 
At end of combat if it goes more than two rounds: 1/6 chance (d6=6) 
[Optional: a turn later, 1/6 extra chance unless less than 2 full rounds, 1/12 extra chance] 
Monsters are same type as previous with ½ chance (humanoid), 1/3 chance (other). 
 
Dungeon active living quarters situation: 
After round 1:  1/6 chance additional monsters  
After round 2 and each additional round, through round 6: 1/6 chance 
At end of combat if it goes more than one round: 1/6 chance 
[Optional: half a turn later, 1/6 chance] 
Monsters are of the same humanoid type as at start of combat 5/6 chance. 
 
Once the party has swept through a series of rooms, or a whole dungeon level, the 

probability of encountering monsters should be greatly reduced.  Some wandering monsters may 
have not happened to meet the party or others may have moved in from other levels or adjacent 
areas, but the initial residents will be gone if the party survives.  (Or, established as still being in 
a known location, if the party elects to avoid some monster and leave it in its lair.)  In general, 
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areas that the party has already traversed in a given adventure outing will have only 1/3 the 
chance of a monster encounter when traversed a second time or later in the adventure.  (Rooms 
or caverns at the edge of what is explored, having open passage to the unknown, are still treated 
as having the normal chance of encountering monsters.)  If the dungeon is visited a second time 
without too much time having elapsed, these same previously visited sites would be ½ the 
normal probability.  Some new monsters would have moved in, no doubt attracted by the 
available fare remaining from the party’s previous outing.  (Indeed, it might be rational for a 
marked increase in vermin and small animals to persist for a week or more before the activity 
level would start to subside.  Rats, giant ants, and other scavengers would be busy, attracting 
monstrous spiders and other creatures that prey on them.) 

 
There is another problem with monster generation that can come up:  The monsters may 

be too numerous for where they are called to appear.  For example, the party forces open the 
door to a (sealed) 10’ x 10’ room.  The dice rolls reveal that there are 7 skeletons in the room.  
However, by the 3rd edition combat rules, one skeleton needs 5’ x 5’ space; the skeletons are 
packed in too tightly (they would be “squeezing”).  I resolve such situations using Table 26: 

 
Table 26:  Monsters Too Many for Available Space: 

Humanoids (intelligent) Vermin / animals  Undead 
d6= 1 no monster   no monster   no monster 
       2 number = space in room number = space in room number = space in room 
       3 extras in adj. rooms, join extras in adj. rooms  extras in similar rooms 
       4 number = space, but one number = space, all max hp number = space but the  
  is leader with max hp+1     undead are next highest level 
       5 number = space -1, but number = space in room same as 4 above 

one of those is a leader 
       6  number as rolled up to 2x  number as rolled up to 2x number as rolled up to 2x 
            space, crowded/squeezed space, crowded/squeezed space, crowded/squeezed 

 
Traps and Treasure: 
 Reference has already been made to checking for traps and the possibility of 
encountering traps in various rooms.  In caverns and undesignated rooms, traps are assumed to 
guard some sort of treasure 1/3 of the time.  In the other cases, the trap is presumably protecting 
access, or perhaps a treasure previously looted by someone else.  The treasure could also be from 
the possessions of past victims of the trap.  Finding and disarming the trap would normally be 
coincident with claiming the treasure. 
 
 The tables in the 3rd edition DMG provide for random selection of traps.  However, a d100 
roll spans three levels.  So, if the party is on the first level, a single roll would give an average 
EL2 trap, and many would be a deadly (for first level characters) EL3 trap.  For 1st level, I roll 
three times and take the lowest roll compatible with the dungeon situation for first level.  At third 
level, I’d take the highest compatible with the dungeon situation.  At second level, I take two 
rolls and take the one nearest to 50 that is compatible with the situation.  (The same principle can 
work for traps of levels 4-6 and 7-9.) 
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 Most rooms or caverns have a chance of containing a hidden, but otherwise unguarded, 
treasure.  This is not found unless characters search for it.  Third edition rules provide that a 
character can search a 5x5 foot area in a round.  For some number of characters searching, figure 
how many rounds per room coverage, and for every interval of that length choose a searcher at 
random and make a search roll.  A full 40 x 40 room would require 1 searcher 64 rounds, which 
can be rounded off to 10 minutes.  A “take 20” deliberate intensive search would take about 3 
hours.  More searchers helps, but then the best searcher might not be the one who searches the 
right place.  With three searchers on “take 20” you’d count an hour and use the “take 20” search 
score of a random searcher.  The normal rule is DC=20+level of the dungeon.  It’s helpful for the 
player to establish a typical doctrine for doing searches, say 3 tries at normal odds for a team of a 
few good searchers (say the two thief types, or the rogue and the ranger) where no expectation of 
unusual treasure is expected.  Take-20 to be used if odds seem good, such the bedroom of what 
must have been a high-level character.  If the search is successful, then see if there is actually a 
treasure present.  (The team keeps searching at least as much time more if no treasure is 
discovered before giving up, except for “take-20”.)  A typical cavern only has 1/36 chance of 
containing treasure, a typical basic undesignated room only 1/18.  
 

Special rooms would be characterized by the kinds and probability of treasure that might 
be found therein, with details would be on the “card” for that room type. Table 27 is an example. 
 

Table 27  Bunkroom Treasure and Features 
Room Chance/number     item 
 ~1/(10’)2 cots or beds or go be tile   (50% broken if “unoccupied”) 
 ~ 1/4/(10’)2 chairs  or go be tile   (50% broken if “unoccupied”) 
 ~1/bed - d6 small chest or go be tile   (50% none if “unoccupied”, if some,  
       then ½ normal numbers, ½ of those empty) 
 ~ ½ / bed weapons d6=1-2 swd, 3=spr, 4=bow/xbow, 5=mace/mstar, 6=dagger 
     (or go by humanoid type if known) 1/5/bed if “unoccupied” 
 ~ ½ / bed sacks  (most empty or worthless; see table for sacks) 
 1/3  table & chairs or go by tile 
 1/3  loose coins per 10’ sq: d6cp, 0-2sp, 1/6 chance gp  (total 1/3 unocc.) 
 1/18  loose gem 1/64 if unoccupied 
 1/18  hidden treasure 1/36 if unoccupied 
Bunkroom chest: (n=dungeon level) 
Chance/number number limit item 
 2/3-n/6  50 x d6 300 copper pieces 
 ½  20 x d6 x n/2 500 silver pieces 
 1/3 + n/6 5 x d6 x n 200 gold pieces 
 1/6 + n/6 d6 x n  50 platinum pieces 
 1/6 + n/36 (d3-1) x n 3 gems 
 n/60  1  1 magic item 
 1/6  1-2  2 weapon: ½ dagger, 1/3 sswd, 1/6 other 
 1/36  1  1 map (~3d6 rooms) 
 1/6  (d3-1)  2 minor jewelry (use art roll -90 + 10n/2) 
 1/12  1  1 key: 1-3 nearby doors, 4-5 to room, 6=useful master 
 (and another 18 other mostly inconsequential items of interest for color only) 
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Table 27  Bunkroom Treasure and Features (continued) 
Traps: 5% x n probability: typically d6:1 gas (sleep/para/etc.), 2: spring darts, 3:poisoned needle 
    4,5:poisonous insects within (dead if long abandoned), 6:other 
Bunkroom sack:  As chest, but only n x 2% of the valuables listed 
 
Note: I have tables for specifically goblin chests and orc chests for bunkrooms of those creatures. 
 
Secret Doors: 

This is a difficult thing to game solitaire because the player won’t know they exist, so 
you can’t very well say, “do I find this particular secret door” as you could if there is a DM.  By 
default, a direction in a cavern, room, or passageway that has no portal, and is not bounded on 
the other side by a cavern or such presenting 5’ or more of fill, might just happen to have a secret 
door.  The normal odds are 1/36.  A terminal room or passage would have odds of 1/18, and a 
passage or corridor that goes nowhere and seems to need a purpose for being might have odds of 
1/12 if that makes sense.  Searches for secret doors targeted on the suspect direction need to 
search the entire wall, not just the 10’ x 5’ section where the door “ought” to be.  The search of a 
cavern or room for hidden treasure or traps also gives a chance to find secret doors. 
 
Discussion: 
 In developing this system, a fundamental decision was to use 40’ x 40’ tiles and stay with 
the prescribed 5’ per inch scale of Edition 3.  (First edition had 1” = 10 ft, but for tiles developed 
at that time for specific dungeons I used 1 ½” to represent 10 feet; that fit the figures better.)  For 
most dungeon rooms, 40’ x 40’ with the option to go to 40’ x 55’ (full 8 x 11 inch cardboard) or 
very occasionally larger rooms with multiple tiles has worked well.  In playing “modules” there 
are many rooms that are too big to be convenient for one or even several tiles, but then it is rare 
that one of my tiles actually fits a room in a “module” anyway, and the caverns never work.  It is 
in outdoor adventures that the 1” = 5’ scale becomes problematic, since on “plains” sighting can 
take place at 6d6 x 10 feet (and in reality, from good vantage points, practical sight lines are 
often much, much longer).  I’ve experimented with ½ inch 5’x5’ squares for outdoor tiles, but 
the figures are too crowded if fighting in a tight group.  I am tempted to try ¾ inch for 5’, but 
have not done so.  At longer ranges, I’ve simply conducted exchanges of fire abstractly until the 
range decreases to about 60 feet or so. 
 

A second decision was to use the RH / LH method of portals into and out of tiles rather 
than center the portals on each edge, which would have been considerably simpler.  But, that 
would put corresponding corridors from a door at 15’ from the wall, meaning that “normal” 10’ 
grid plotting becomes problematic.  Going to 30 x 30 tiles would have fixed this problem but the 
tiles would be too small.  At 50 x 50 the tiles would not fit on an 8x11 piece of scrap cardboard, 
a free supply of which from writing tablets furnished my raw materials. 

 
The rules for dungeon generation as described above leave some holes.  It is possible to 

generate impossible situations.  For example, the dice rolled may call for the same room, say the 
“Great Hall” or “Cavern III”, to be used again.  The general principle I use is to first reroll that 
specific die roll – the one that selected the room in this case.  If that also results in an impossible 
situation, I back up the other previous die roll, the one that determined that the room is “special” 
(for the Great Hall) or a cavern (for Cavern III).  Assuming that previous die roll was for the type 
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of exit on a room, perhaps the die roll comes up “6” now.  So, no portal, and now no problem.  
Or, perhaps another roll for a portal that again results in an impossible situation.  So, the next 
step would be to back up again, but the characters are already in the room from the previous die 
roll (in the process of dungeon generation) and may have even fought monsters or found treasure 
there.  That can’t be undone.  In those cases, a “null” result is assumed, in this case that there is 
no portal.  (If a bunch of rats previously fled through the now null portal, they must have found 
rat holes or managed to get somewhere else.)  The general principle of trying one alternative roll 
and then back up works most of the time.  If a null result can’t make sense, then continued 
rolling or simply choosing the only viable alternative is necessary.   

 
(One important case is selecting a tile that will connect to already played tiles.  The 

portals ought to match.  If the newly selected room can be oriented so that happens, all well and 
good.  If not, a reroll is appropriate.  If a reroll leaves a problem, is it rational that there is a fake 
door on one side, or a secret door?  If so, that may be the solution.  Some common sense needs to 
be used.) 

 
Ultimately, this is what will limit the extent of the dungeon.  As tiles are used they 

become unavailable for selection, and the dungeon has fewer portals, with the result that the 
“branching factor” (the average number of other exits per tile played) gets gradually reduced as 
the dungeon develops.  (If the dungeon is known to be “big,” the re-use of tiles on other levels 
could be permitted; if it is known to be “small,” the use of tiles on other levels would not be 
permitted, and stairs down would be given one reroll.) 

 
Occasionally situations will arise which no pre-conceived decision rule addresses 

adequately.  The thing to do then is to think out several alternatives, and let the die decide. 


